Abstract: Rajeev Motwani was a pre-eminent theoretical computer scientist of his generation, a technology thought leader, an insightful venture capitalist, and a mentor to some of the most influential entrepreneurs in Silicon Valley in the first decade of the 21st century. This article presents an overview of Rajeev's research, and provides a window to his early life and the various influences that shaped his research and professional career-it is a small celebration of his wonderful life and many achievements. 
Early Life and Education
Rajeev Motwani was born on March 24, 1962 in the Indian city of Jammu to Lieutenant Colonel Hotchand Motwani, an officer in the Indian Army, and Namita Motwani (née Sushila). His family included brothers Sanjeev and Suneev. Given his father's army career, Rajeev's family moved often and lived in various parts of India before settling down in New Delhi.
Those who knew Rajeev as a young boy remember him as an avid reader. When Rajeev was seven, his father was stationed in the scenic town of Devlali near Mumbai, India. His family would walk a kilometer to the local library to get books, and the seven-year-old Rajeev would be seen reading the books they had borrowed from the library as they walked home! His brothers recall that not a single day would pass when he did not read a whole book. Rajeev would read books of all types, including novels, comics, autobiographies and scientific books.
Rajeev's father had a huge influence on him. He indulged Rajeev's interest in books and encouraged him to read and pursue his interests to the fullest. In an interview in 2002, Rajeev recalled his debt to his parents for their belief in education and for sending him to great schools with inspiring teachers. Rajeev's love of learning and the breadth of his interests foreshadowed the depth and range of his future research.
A turning point in Rajeev's intellectual development came when his family moved to New Delhi in 1974. Rajeev's father wanted to send his children to the prestigious St Columba's High School in New Delhi. St Columba's High School administered a difficult entrance exam to admit students, and Rajeev studied hard the night before taking the exam. Not only did Rajeev pass the exam, he did so well that the principal admitted all three brothers into the school! This was perhaps the first time that Rajeev demonstrated his prowess in mathematics.
Encouraged by his parents, Rajeev soon developed a keen interest in learning about famous mathematicians. One of his childhood heroes was the German mathematician Carl Friedrich Gauss. Rajeev also loved music, particularly rock music.
When Rajeev finished high school in 1978, he applied to the Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs). He did extremely well in the highly competitive entrance examination, earning third place in the northern zone of India. Although Rajeev wanted to pursue his passion in mathematics, he was encouraged by his family and friends to study computer science, as it was considered a valuable skill to acquire at the time. He reluctantly agreed, not realizing until much later the close connections shared by the two subjects.
Even though IIT Kanpur had an outstanding computer science faculty in the late 1970s, formal computer science education at the undergraduate level was still in its infancy in India. Rajeev was a member of the very first cohort of undergraduate computer science students at IIT Kanpur. Rajeev often recalled that IIT Kanpur had attracted an amazing group of people, and there could not have been a better environment for studying computer science in India. As a student, Rajeev was inspired by Professor Kesav Nori, who taught Rajeev's first class on programming. Prof. Nori recalls that Rajeev had a knack for creating the most elegant and brief answers to the hardest of programming problems. Rajeev's undergraduate thesis (joint with Chilukuri K. Mohan and Amitabh Shah; advised by Professor Somenath Biswas) was quite theoretical: "Specification and Verification of Computer Communication Protocols." This simultaneous interest in theory and programming percolated through Rajeev's career.
Rajeev's friends recall that in college he was not only brilliant, but also incredibly fun-loving and always ready for a party. There would always be a stack of science-fiction books waiting for eager consumption in his dorm room, and he would spend endless hours solving difficult crossword puzzles, playing bridge or volleyball, and hanging out with friends. He never lost this undergraduate spirit. Through his time at Berkeley and as a faculty member at Stanford, Rajeev approached research and entrepreneurship with joy.
After graduating from IIT Kanpur in 1982, Rajeev joined the Ph. D. program in Computer Science at UC Berkeley, where Professor Richard Karp was his advisor.
Professional Career
As he approached the completion of his Ph. D. studies, Rajeev contemplated options that included returning to India and staying in the US. His ultimate decision was influenced by a chance meeting with Donald Knuth. Knuth was visiting Berkeley, and mentioned to Prof. Karp that Stanford wanted to hire a young faculty member in the area of algorithms. Prof. Karp suggested Rajeev's name, and Knuth asked Rajeev to join Stanford for a year and see if things worked out well. Rajeev was on the visiting faculty at Stanford for a year, after which he was given a permanent offer. Stanford University President John Hennessey later recalled how Knuth had enthusiastically presented the case for appointing Rajeev. President Hennessey said they all underestimated what a superb scholar, teacher, advisor, colleague, and friend Rajeev would become.
Rajeev met his soon-to-be wife Asha Jadeja in May 1989, around the time he started teaching at Stanford. Asha graduated from the University of Southern California and relocated to the San Francisco Bay area. Rajeev and Asha were married on March 22, 1990 in Delhi. They liked living in Stanford, and decided to stay. Asha started graduate school at UC Berkeley in 1991, studying urban planning and urban transportation, and joined the department of political science at Stanford in 1994. Two daughters were born from their marriage, Naitri (19) and Anya (6) .
Rajeev was fascinated by the transformation of academic ideas into commercial ventures. To quote his friend and coauthor, Madhu Sudan from MIT, "Having worked with Rajeev at an early stage of my career I knew how smart he was, but it really took Stanford to bring out his true talent, which was the ability to recognize the importance of ideas quicker than anyone else around."
Rajeev was active in the venture industry, and had a reputation of being extremely helpful to entrepreneurs. Rajeev's students and industry colleagues remember him for his uncanny ability to connect people: he was a catalyst in bringing teams together and getting companies started with an element of inspiration and strategic guidance. Through Deutsche Bank, to which he had been an advisor, he became one of the first investors in PayPal, and Rajeev and Asha started a venture fund called Dot Edu Ventures in 2000. He was also a special advisor to Sequoia Capital, and was active in entrepreneurial student groups at Stanford, including BASES and Stanford Student Enterprises.
Rajeev was an inspiring teacher whose courses "Automata and Complexity Theory," "Randomized Algorithms," and "Advanced Data Structures and Algorithms" were enjoyed by generations of Stanford's students. His teaching style was understated and precise, yet alive with the beauty of the material, and he had a distinctive blackboard technique and handwriting style that many students who went on to become academics tried to emulate. His students remember the clarity of his lectures and his ability to explain complex technical material with patience and intuition.
Rajeev had the reputation among students of being a great advisor. Many of his students credit Rajeev's patient coaching and ability to be what the student needed, interacting with each student differently and building on an individual student's strengths and interests, as the reason each of them was able to find their way and go on to a successful career. Rajeev became the Director of Graduate Studies in the Computer Science Department at Stanford, and was one of the first to greet incoming Ph. D. students with his welcoming smile. Rajeev remained a kind, perceptive and always accessible mentor to many students well after their graduation, and into their academic and industry careers.
Rajeev was awarded the Distinguished Alumnus Award by IIT Kanpur in 2006. Quoting from IIT Kanpur's web site, those in the institute who knew Rajeev as an undergraduate student remember him not only for his academic brilliance but also for the good cheer he always exuded. He was a very friendly person, and remained so throughout his life. His office door was ever open-to students, to young entrepreneurs, to academicians from across the world, and to his friends from IIT Kanpur. Rajeev was also closely involved with the Department of Computer Science and Engineering at IIT Kanpur as a mentor in its research program.
In the early days of the World Wide Web, Rajeev teamed up with other professors and future Google co-founder Sergey Brin, a Stanford graduate student at the time, to form a group called Mining Data at Stanford (MIDAS) that explored data mining on the web. Larry Page, the other future Google co-founder, also a Stanford graduate student at the time, had come up with an interesting idea for doing random walks on the web. Sergey soon became involved in the project, and Rajeev was the perfect sounding board for Sergey and Larry. They created a search engine called Backrub, running on Stanford servers until the traffic became too high. The search engine was re-located off campus, and its name changed to Google. Even after Google moved off campus, Rajeev spent considerable time working with the company. Brin acknowledged in a BBC Radio interview in 2009 that Google might not have been possible without Rajeev.
Rajeev Motwani died tragically in a swimming accident at his home in Atherton, California on June 5, 2009. He is sorely missed by his family, friends and colleagues.
Research
Rajeev Motwani's great interest in fundamental problems of theoretical computer science and a keen interest and awareness of applications sets him apart as a rarity among theoretical computer scientists. He repeatedly exhibited a grasp of issues affecting many areas of computing, and actively sought out and influenced new applications of his theoretical ideas.
Algorithmic combinatorics and graph theory
Motwani's early work, done during his Ph. D. studies and shortly thereafter, was focused on algorithms with a heavy combinatorial flavor. One of his first papers [55] , written in 1988, was on constructive results related to the graph minor theorem, a topic he was fond of throughout his career. He followed it up with a paper the next year on the average-case analysis of matching algorithms. This paper showed that (a) there is a large gap between the average-case and worst-case performances of matching algorithms and (b) this gap can be explained by the expansion properties of random graphs. This result foreshadowed a major theme in Motwani's future work: the use of combinatorial and algorithmic tools to address issues arising in the practice of computing. The paper became the central component of Motwani's Ph. D. thesis.
A few months later, in collaboration with Joseph Naor and Moni Naor, Motwani turned to another algorithmic problem of combinatorial flavor. The resulting paper [51] showed how to find various combinatorial structures (e. g., low-discrepancy colorings) efficiently using parallel algorithms. The existence of such structures is a classic application of the probabilistic method pioneered by Erdős: the proof of the existence of a structure with a certain property proceeds by showing that a randomly chosen structure satisfies the property with positive probability. Unfortunately, this approach does not provide a method for computing the object in a certifiable and/or deterministic manner. To achieve the latter, one needs to set the random bits deterministically (i. e., to derandomize the algorithm). A popular method for achieving this goal is the method of conditional probabilities, which fixes the bits one by one, while maintaining a high (conditional) probability of success. At the time, this procedure seemed to be inherently sequential in nature. What Motwani, Naor and Naor showed, however, is that in fact one can simulate this task in only a polylogarithmic number of steps. (The same result was independently obtained by Berger and Rompel [10] .) The solution proceeds in two phases. First, one generates a pseudorandom sequence of bits from a seed of only polylogarithmic length. The second (and the key) step is to show that the relevant conditional probabilities can still be computed in this setting. This approach led to the first NC algorithms for a variety of problems, including low discrepancy colorings, Ramsey graphs and hypergraph covers.
Another of Motwani's papers in this area [24] , co-authored with Tomás Feder, introduced a general speed-up technique for graph algorithms, based on decomposing the input graph into small cliques. Algorithmic graph theory remained one of Motwani's pet topics over the years, leading to algorithms for finding longest paths [41, 26, 25] , shortest paths [3] , graph partitioning, and other tasks. Many of those papers were written with Feder, including one of Motwani's last papers [25] .
Probabilistically Checkable Proofs
The PCP theorem, discovered by Motwani in collaboration with Sanjeev Arora, Carsten Lund, Madhu Sudan, and Mario Szegedy [4] , is widely considered to be one of the deepest results in theoretical computer science. In a nutshell, the PCP theorem implies that computing even approximate solutions is hard for many NP-complete problems (assuming the widely-believed conjecture that these problems are hard to solve exactly). The authors of the theorem were awarded the prestigious Gödel Prize for their accomplishment in 2001.
The PCP theorem is rooted in exciting complexity-theoretic breakthroughs published in 1990 that gave probabilistic definitions of traditional complexity classes including PSPACE and NEXPTIME [48, 59, 7] . Work of Babai et al. [6] , Feige et al. [27] , and Arora and Safra [5] then showed that these new ideas could be extended to the class NP, and the resulting probabilistic definition of NP could be used to show that computing approximate solutions to the maximum clique problem is NP-hard.
The paper of Motwani and his coauthors that proved the PCP theorem represented the culmination of this line of research by showing two results. First, the definition of NP in [5] was enhanced to an "optimal" one. That is, it was shown that NP is exactly the set of languages for which membership proofs can be checked in polynomial time by a probabilistic verifier that uses only a logarithmic number of random bits and examines a fixed constant number of bits of the membership proof. Second, this new definition of NP was shown to imply that computing approximate solutions to a vast class of problems-called MAX-SNP, and identified in earlier work of [58] -is also NP-hard. The paper is highly cited, and has formed the cornerstone of all subsequent investigations into probabilistically checkable proofs. The area has been very active in the past two decades, leading to results showing the NP-hardness of computing approximate solutions to a host of optimization problems. Motwani's subsequent work on this topic includes [45] and [44] .
Approximation algorithms
The discovery of the PCP theorem and its applications to proving hardness of approximation results provided new inspiration for investigating the approximability of NP-hard optimization problems. Further stimulus was provided by the 1994 paper of Goemans and Williamson [32] , which showed that the classic approximation algorithm for the maximum cut problem could be drastically improved by relaxing the problem as a semidefinite program (SDP) and rounding the relaxed solution using the random hyperplane method.
In the next big step in this direction, Karger, Motwani and Sudan [42] presented an improved approximation algorithm for the graph-coloring problem (for the well-studied case of 3-colorable graphs). As with Goemans and Williamson's maximum cut algorithm, this algorithm started by computing an SDP relaxation of the problem and then rounding it to an integral solution. However, random hyperplanes do not work for graph coloring-for they result in an approximation factor slightly worse than the best-known prior algorithm. Instead, Karger, Motwani and Sudan introduced a more elaborate approach, based on rounding to the nearest random vector. This led to a significantly better approximation factor that became "low" for "low-degree" graphs. In order to achieve an improvement for general graphs, one needed an additional idea to take care of the high-degree nodes: this was achieved by resorting to an algorithm of Wigderson [60] . The final outcome became one of the classic results in the area of approximation algorithms, influencing a great body of later work.
As was typical of Motwani's research, his work on graph coloring was not limited to theoretical developments. For example, Hasan and Motwani [36] showed how to use (a different variant of) graph coloring to facilitate parallel query optimization in databases. In general, approximation algorithms became a recurrent topic in Motwani's work, with many of his papers investigating approximation and online algorithms for combinatorial problems including scheduling [53, 18, 21, 19, 20] and routing [1, 16] .
Randomized geometric algorithms
As discussed above, Motwani's interest in geometric computation dates to the beginning of his career. His interests in this area would later shift toward robotics, with his first paper on this topic [35] originating from the following question, posed by his colleague, Leo Guibas: Suppose a robot has a map of the building it is in, and can determine (from a range-finder scan) the distances to the walls immediately visible from its position. How quickly can the robot determine its location on the map? Motwani and his collaborators discovered a data structure for processing such robot localization queries, based on partitioning the interior of the map into regions, within each of which the visibility of the robot is roughly the same.
Further work by Motwani and his collaborators in this area followed [43, 37, 33] . In particular, they presented a formalization and analysis of the highly successful probabilistic roadmap algorithm for robot path planning [43, 37] . Motwani also applied the tools of robotics and geometric pattern matching to drug design [28, 29, 40, 30] .
Data mining and information retrieval
In the late 1990s, motivated by the emergence of massive datasets and the World Wide Web, Motwani became interested in designing efficient algorithms for data mining. His first work in this direction aimed at finding general and efficient frameworks for mining so-called association rules, popularized by Rakesh Agarwal and his colleagues in the then nascent field of data mining. Together with his colleagues in the Stanford database group, Motwani wrote several influential papers [12, 11, 23] proposing new frameworks and algorithms for finding association rules and their variants.
Arguably the most influential paper by Motwani, co-authored with Sergey Brin, Larry Page and Terry Winograd in 1998 [57] , was never published in a conference or journal. This paper cast the PageRank concept of Brin and Page into the setting of Markov chain analysis, and formed the early basis of the computation of the search ranking function used by the Google search engine. At around this time, Motwani (being close to the workings of Google) wrote a number of well-cited papers spelling out the open algorithmic problems in web-scale search engines.
Similarity search
Motwani's research in massive data sets sparked his interest in the design of algorithms and data structures for nearest neighbor search. Initial work in the area was done by Indyk, Motwani, Raghavan and Vempala [39] , whose paper proposed the notion of locality-preserving hashing: a higher-dimensional (but somewhat weaker) variant of the non-expansive hashing of Linial and Sasson [47] . However, it did not address the main challenge: how to design similarity search algorithms that scale polynomially with the dimension.
Approximation algorithms with the desired property were subsequently developed by Indyk and Motwani [38] . Their paper contained three main results: a reduction from approximate nearest neighbor to approximate near neighbor (a. k. a. point location in equal balls), and two solutions to the approximate near neighbor problem. One of the solutions was based on the concept of locality sensitive hashing (LSH): a family of mappings with the property that close points have a higher probability of collisions than those that are far apart. In a follow-up paper, Gionis, Indyk, and Motwani [31] showed that the latter algorithm offered a significant speed-up over many other algorithms available in the literature.
Almost a decade later, in collaboration with Assaf Naor and Rina Panigrahy [50] , Motwani returned to this question, proving a lower bound on the best running time exponent achievable using LSH method.
Streaming algorithms
Motwani's foray into databases led to a rich subsection of his technical output, including numerous papers on sampling large data sets and streaming algorithms. These algorithms are restricted to making only a small number of passes over the data, and using very little storage to perform computations. Motwani's first paper on this topic [15] focused on the following k-center problem: partition the input sequence of points into k clusters so that the largest diameter of the clusters is minimized. The paper presented a constant approximation algorithm for this problem using only one pass over the data and O(k) storage. In fact, the algorithm provided a stronger guarantee: as the algorithm acquired more data, the old points were not re-grouped arbitrarily; instead, new clusters were only formed by merging old clusters.
A few years later, Guha, Mishra, Motwani and Raghavan [34] presented a streaming algorithm for the (much harder) k-median problem. Here, the goal is to minimize the sum of the distances from each point to its nearest cluster center. The key idea behind the algorithm was a composition theorem, which (roughly speaking) stated that if we split the data into blocks, cluster each block, and then cluster the clusters, we obtain a "good" clustering of the whole data set. This divide-and-conquer approach to data stream algorithms influenced many future developments, both in theory and in practice.
More streaming results by Motwani followed, including an algorithm for finding heavy hitters [49] and algorithms for the sliding window model [22, 8, 9] . Motwani was also very interested in sampling algorithms, especially in the context of databases [17, 14, 52, 13] . Ultimately, his interests in the area turned to a more applied direction: together with Jennifer Widom, he led the Stanford Stream Data Manager Project [56] .
Anonymity and Privacy
The development of data mining tools raised concerns about preserving privacy of personal data. In some of his later work [2, 46] , Motwani investigated frameworks and algorithms for data sanitization, query auditing and related problems.
Books
Soon after his arrival at Stanford, Motwani began teaching advanced graduate courses on randomized algorithms, advocating a school of thought popularized by his advisor Richard Karp. Around the same time, his friend and colleague Prabhakar Raghavan was teaching and developing course notes for a similar course at Yale University. In 1991 they began collaborating, turning these notes into a text book published by Cambridge University Press in 1995. The book benefited from the input of many colleagues who taught from or proofread early versions, particularly Allan Borodin at the University of Toronto and Donald Knuth at Stanford. To this day, few have recognized the somewhat esoteric allusion to randomized algorithms on the cover of the book! In the late 1990s, John Hopcroft and Jeff Ullman were revising their classic text "Introduction to Automata Theory, Languages, and Computation." Motwani had taught extensively from the first edition of this book, and his mastery of the subject and detailed comments led the authors to invite Motwani to join them as a co-author of the second edition, published in 2001.
Back to the Beginning
In the spring of 1983, Rajeev was a junior graduate student at UC Berkeley enrolled in an advanced course on algorithms taught by Prof. Richard Karp. Prof. Karp presented the following open problem as a homework exercise: given a set S of n elements from an ordered set, there are two strategies for searching whether a query q is present in S. One could simply compare q with each of the n elements of S, incurring a cost of n comparisons. Or one could first sort S incurring an up-front cost of O(n log n) to build a binary search tree on S, following which we could process as many queries q as needed, paying only log n comparisons for each query. The former strategy is best suited to a small number of queries q, while the latter works better when the number of queries is known to be large enough to justify the search tree construction. The question posed by Prof. Karp was: what if the number r of queries is not known in advance?
Working with a fellow graduate student and Prof. Karp, Rajeev developed this question into a theory of deferred data structures: data structures that are built up incrementally, depending on the number of queries processed, in a way that no matter when the query stream were to end the total cost incurred up to that point would be optimal. In the simple search setting above, Rajeev and his collaborators showed that the optimal number of comparisons was n log r + r log n, and presented a deferred data structure that achieved this bound. The main idea was to gradually build up the search tree on S, going deeper as the number r became larger. They extended this idea, proving optimality for a number of other problems as well. This was Rajeev's first published paper [54] , and he summarized it jokingly as his philosophy in life, with the words: Never do work today that you can defer to tomorrow.
